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Abstract
A three-dimensional numericalmodel is developed to investigate the influence of sulfur content on
the transitions of thermo-capillarity and flowdynamics during laser powder bed fusion (LPBF) of
316L powders. The impacts of variations in sulfur contents on thermal behaviors involving heat
transfer and solidification characteristics, thermo-capillarity transition, as well as the spatial and
directional transitions inflowdynamics, are analyzed throughmechanisticmodeling techniques. It is
observed that transient thermal behaviors, includingmelt pool profile, trackmorphology, and
solidification processes, are significantly influenced by the contained sulfur concentration.High sulfur
concentrations tend to result infinermicrostructures and equiaxed grains. Through simulations, it is
noted that the transition in the sign of temperature coefficient of surface tension (TCST) ismore easily
observable in low-sulfur level but disappears as the sulfur concentration is extremely low (0.0001%)
With sulfur content increasing, amore homogenized velocity distribution is observed, accompanied
with heightened flow complexity denoted by the emergence of additional branch flows and vortices.
Thesefindings offer valuable insights into the underlying physics ofmelt pool dynamics in the LPBF
process and present a potential approach for process optimization.

1. Introduction

Laser powder bed fusion (LPBF), also known as selective lasermelting (SLM), offers advantages over complex
geometry, cost and time reduction, andmanufacturing performance [1–4]. It has drawnnumerous interests
from industry communities such as aerospace, automobile, and shipbuilding, etc. However, LPBF parts are also
prone to be ladenwith process-induced defects and limited towidespread application. Arising from the printing
process, defects can be classified as lack of fusion, gas-induced pores/voids, hot cracking and discontinuity
[5–9], etc. Amongmany underlying causes, it is identified that unexpectedmelt pool dynamics is one of the
major contributors to process resulted defects [10, 11]. For example, keyhole dynamics and nonhomogeneous
mixing are not expected in LPBF. The laser-induced keyhole inside themelt pool is considered one of the key
factors that result in the porosity in thefinal solidifiedmelt pool for LPBF. The non-uniformdilution of alloy
elements contributes to the formation of intermetallic compounds, whichmay induce the cracking of solidified
parts.

Themelt pool dynamics in LPBF are characterized by strong coupling betweenmultiple scales andmultiple
physics, involving extreme physical phenomena such as rapid solidification (μs), ultra-high cooling rate (over
105K/s), and high-temperature (over 3000K)flowdynamics.High-resolution imaging devices and tools have
been incorporated into experimental research onmelt pool dynamics inmetal additivemanufacturing to obtain
reliable online observations and performquantitative analysis of the physical details of themorphology
evolution, velocityfield, powder spattering, etc [12–15]. High-speed high-energy x-ray imaging inArgonne
National Lab (ANL) [12], fast camerawith high spatial and temporal resolution [13], optical pyrometer [14], and
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infrared thermography [15] have beenwell developed and demonstrated as efficient and strong imaging
technologies to capture the extreme physics. Despite obtaining insightful knowledge from reliable observation
through various advanced in situ imaging technologies, thesemethods are still limited in their ability to provide
sufficient details on themelt pool dynamics due to the restrictions arising from imagingmechanisms based on
optical and thermal theories and device capability. Furthermore,most of the groups interested inmetal AMcan
hardly afford such cost-consuming research.

The rapid advancement of Computational FluidDynamics (CFD) technology and computer engineering has
significantly facilitated the adoption ofmodeling and simulation approaches. These tools provide physics-
informed descriptions, thereby supporting the derivation of relationships between process, structure, and
material properties inmetal additivemanufacturing [16, 17]. To gain insights into the laser-material interaction,
heat transfer, phase change, powder behavior,flowdynamics, and the evolution ofmelted trackmorphology, as
well as the solidification phenomenonwithin LPBF, extensive computationalmodelingworks at themesoscale,
involvingmethods like the Finite ElementMethod (FEM) [18], Finite VolumeMethod (FVM) [19–21], and
Discrete ElementMethod (DEM) [22, 23], have been undertaken. Insights obtained frompeer-reviewed
publications have fundamentally elucidated the impacts of processing parameters through parametric studies
and dimensional analyses [24]. They have also contributed to revealing the formationmechanisms of underlying
process-induced defects such as lack of fusion, porosity, and discontinuity. Furthermore, these studies have
provided characterizations of the evolvingmorphology within themelt pool (including features such as the
fusion line and gas/liquid interface) and the surface roughness ofmulti-track,multi-layer as-built components.

Materials used inmetal additivemanufacturing can be categorized into two groups based on their sulfur
content: high-sulfur powders like 316L and Inconel 718, and low-sulfur powders including Ti6Al4V and
AlSi10Mg. The increment of sulfur content can lead to significant transitions inmelt pool dynamics.
Particularly, the presence of sulfur in high-sulfur powders can induce a transition in the temperature coefficient
of surface tension (TCST)under specific conditions [25]. Furthermore, it can impact the thermo-capillary force,
which serves as the primary driving force governingmelt pool dynamics [26]. Consequently, both the direction
andmagnitude of themelt pool’sflowpattern can be substantially altered. The transition of TCST induced by
sulfur and resulting changes inflowpatterns have garnered significant attention in various lasermanufacturing
techniques of high-sulfurmaterials, such as laserwelding of stainless steel [27], laser polishing of stainless steel
[28], and laser direct energy deposition of Co-based powders [29]. Particularly, great efforts have been denoted
to explore the impact of surface-active elements involving sulfur, selenium, etc, on themelt pool dynamics by
thewelding community [30–36], both numerically and experimentally. Heiple et al [30] demonstrated that the
addition of selenium to themolten pool increases the depth/width ratio for conductionmodewelding but has
little influence onmelt pool dimensions for keyholewelding. This conclusion acts for gas tungsten arc (GTA),
laser, and electron beamwelds. Pitscheneder et al [31] concluded that the concentration of sulfur affects both the
temporal evolution and thefinal shape of themelt pool only when the convective heat transfer is important, i.e.,
at high Peclet numbers.Moreover, numericalmodeling further reveals themechanism of sulfur-induced
transitions of the sign of TSCT and theflowpattern inside theweld pool [32, 33]. Furthermore, the impact of
sulfur-effect onflow instability andmelt pool oscillation inGTAhas been thoroughly studied by Ebrahimi et al
[34–36]. They found that the sulfur-effect onMarangoni convection enhances the flow instabilities for the
internalflow and the reduction of sulfur content induces a contrary outwardflow from the view of themelt pool
surface, subsequently leading to awide and shallowmelt pool. These technologies share similar physics
with LPBF.

The sulfur-induced transition of thermo-capillarity (TCST) and the resulting changes inmelt pool dynamics
have also drawn the attention of researchers who have interests in LPBF. A 3D thermal-fluidmodel was
developed by Le et al [37] to reveal the effect of sulfur level onmelt pool dynamics in LPBF. It is demonstrated
that for stainless steel powders with a higher sulfur content, an inwardMarangoni flow is prompted, which can
increase themelt pool depth and reduce the porosity of the as-built part. In-situ direct observation of themelt
pool dynamics formetal additivemanufacturingwas carried out by Aucott et al [38] through the high-energy
synchrotron experiment, inwhich the transitions offlowdynamics are directly observedwhen the sign of
temperature coefficient of surface tension is changed.Mathematical descriptions of TCST incorporated in
proposed numericalmodels are expressed as a function of local sulfur content and temperature at the gas/liquid
interface of themelt pool with references from [27–29, 31–37]. In these references, TCST is a variable and its
transition fromnegative to positive or the inverse transition is considered. In contrast, it is simplified as a
negative constant in references [16–23], where no consideration is given to sign transitions.

In aword, the utilization of a constant assumption is a dependable approachwhen low-sulfur powders are
employed.However, this approach is not justifiable when simulating themelt pool dynamics for high-sulfur
powders, such as 316L. In this situation, it is advisable to incorporate a functional description of the TCST. After
conducting a thorough review of the existing literature [1–38], it can be inferred that the sulfur-induced
transition of TCST and its consequent impact onflowpattern during LPBF of high-sulfur powders still have not
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been elucidated through high-fidelity, powder-scalemulti-physicsmodeling. The lack of physical details about
the powder-scalemelt pool dynamics variations induced by sulfur-effect restricts the process adjustment aimed
atmicrostructure refinement and property improvement for the real LPBF process.

To address this research gap, an enhanced powder-scale transientmodel that incorporates a surface tension
sub-model is developed. The primary objective of thismodel is to explore the fundamental physicalmechanisms
underlying the sulfur-induced transition of thermo-capillarity and the resulting shifts inflowpatterns during
the LPBF of 316L powders. Considering the permissiblemaximum sulfur content in 316L and its globally
recognized equivalent alloys, the currentmodel is initially configured to investigatemelt poolmorphology and
dimension through a systematic parametric examination of sulfur concentration. Subsequently, the numerical
analysis to elucidate the sulfur-induced transition of TCST and its consequential impact onflowdynamics is
performed. This work continuously explores the influence of sulfur concentration on the spatial and directional
characteristics ofmelt pool dynamics. To this end, themechanism that comprehensively describes the effects of
sulfur on thermo-capillarity andflowdynamics across varying sulfur concentrations is proposed. The aim is to
identify potential strategies formitigating process-induced defects and enhancing the quality of as-built 316L
componentsmanufactured through LPBF.

2.Numerical procedure

2.1. Geometry anddiscretization
The size of 316L powders changes from20μmto 50μm.Apowder layer with a thickness of 50μm is randomly
generated andfilled into the powder bedwith the dimension of 1000μm× 400μm× 150μm.Themodel
geometry is uniformly discretized by tetrahedral cells with the size of 5 10 6´ - mwith themesh-sensitivity test
in advance.

2.2. Powder-scale CFDmodel
An improved 3D transient powder-scalemelt pool dynamicsmodel incorporatedwith a surface tension sub-
model is proposed based on the software platformof FLOW-3D to simulate the sulfur-effect on thermo-
capillarity in LPBF of 316L powders. SIMPLE solver based on FVM is utilized for iterationwith themaximum
time step of s10 .12- Themathematical relation describing surface tension/TCST, local temperature, and sulfur
content is obtained from [25]. Volume of Fluidmethod (VOF) [39] is incorporated to construct themelt pool
profile and trackmorphology, which can be expressed by:

u
F

t
F 0 1

¶
¶

+  =· ( ) ( )

As described in equation (1), phase fraction F is calculated in each cell, while fluid velocity u is obtained
from the solution of themomentum equation. Thus, the free surface ofmelt pool andmelt track can be
reconstructed in each iteration.

2.3. Thermo-physical properties
316L powders have garnered great attention in LPBF due to its strength, antioxidation properties, and corrosion
resistance. The allowable content of suflur in 316L varies by global standards. It is 0.03% inUSASTMAISI and
SAE, EUEN, and FranceANFOR,while limited to 0.015%byChinaGB and England BS. Thermophysical
properties of 316L powders and numerical constants for the currentmodelling are listed in table 1.

2.4. Boundary conditions
High-fidelitymodelling depends on the accurate boundary conditions, and the detailed descriptions of energy
aboundary andmomentumbounday are given by followings.

2.4.1. Energy boundary
The energy boundary at gas/liquid surface ofmelt pool is given as:
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In equation (2), the first term at right hand denotes laser heat input, inwhich q is the laser incident angle
relative to the gas/liquid interface, and r represents the distance to laser center. The reflectivity and the resultant
absorption of laser energy are both assumed constant at the current work. The absorption is a variable and
depend on laser characteristics, laser-ray incident angle, surface temperature, and base-material composition
[42, 43]. The functional description ismore realistic and can enhance themodelling accuracy. Based on the
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conclusion fromAmin et al [43], the laser energy absorbed bymelt pool is underestimated in the current
modelling as the reflectivity is 0.7 and the resultant absorption is constant 0.3. As a result, the calculated peak
temperature andmelt pool dimensions are expected to be smaller than the real situation.

Moreover, the second term and third termdenote the heat loss caused by heat convection and radiation,
respectively. Heat transfer coefficient hc is strengthened by the shielding gasflow and determinedwith the
reference frompublications [29]. The emissivity e at the current study comes frommodelling experience for
LPBF.Only the second and the third terms are included in the energy boundary for the other faces.

2.4.2.Momentum boundary
Momentum condition at gas/liquid surface ofmelt pool can be expressed as:

I u u u u I n np T
2

3
3T

s⎡
⎣

⎤
⎦

m sk g+ =-  +  -  + ( ( ) ) ( · ) · ( )

Thefirst and second term at right hand represent capillary force and thermal capillary force, respectively. pis
the pressure. k is the gas/liquid surface curvature. Themomentumboundary for the other boundaries of the
model is no slip.

2.5. Assumptions
The currentmodeling is performed under some key assumptions. Flowdynamics are assumed to beNewtonian,
laminar, and incompressible with the Boussinesq approximation. Particularly, fluid flow in themushy zone is
described by a porous flowbased on theCarmen-Kozeny relation [44]. Evaporation-induced heat loss andmass
loss are not included because the LPBF process is in conductionmode under the current processing parameters.
The thermal properties of 316L powders are considered a function of temperature but are sulfur independent.

2.6. Sub-model of surface tension
Themathematical relation of surface tension/TCST, local temperature, and sulfur content is derived from
Sahoo et al [25].
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+
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Table 1.Thermophysical properties of 316L powders and numerical constants for the currentmodelling of LPBF [17, 29, 40, 41].

Properties and constants

Property Symbol Unit Value Reference

Density in solid r kg m3/ T8084 0.4209+ ´ T3.9 10 5 2- ´ ´- [17]
Density in liquid kg m3/ 7433 0.0393+ ´ T1.8 10 4 2- ´ ´- [17]
Thermal conductivity in solid W m K/ / T12.41 0.003279+ ´ [17]
Thermal conductivity in liquid W m K/ / T9.248 0.01571+ ´ [17]
Specific heat in solid Cp J kg K/ / 755 [17]

Specific heat in liquid Cp J kg K/ / T462 0.134+ ´ [17]

Solidus temperature Ts K 1788 [40]
Liquidus temperature Tl K 1808 [40]
Temperature coefficient of surface tension N m K/ / 4.3 10 4- ´ - [41]
Surface tension N m/ 1.7 [41]
Enthalpy of fusion Lm kJ kg/ 247 [41]
Dynamic viscosity Pa s· 6.0 10 3´ - [41]
Numerical constants

Constant Symbol Unit Value Reference

Reflectivity Rl 1 0.7 —

Ambient temperature Tref K 300 —

Heat transfer coefficient of convection hc W m K2/ / 100 [29]
Stefan-Boltzmann constant bs W m K2/ / 5.67 10 8´ - —

Emissivity 1 0.2 —

Processing parameters Symbol Unit Value Reference

Laser power —

Laser radius rb 50 —

Scanning speed V —

Powder layer thickness h —
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K k H R Texp 6l u
0/= -( ∆ ) ( )

In relations, Ru is universal gas constant, sG is the surface excess at saturation, kl is the constant of segregation
entropy, and H0D is the standard heat of absorption. Referencing the published literatures [25–29], sG is
1.3 10 Kmol m ,5 2/´ - kl is 3.18 10 ,3´ - and H 0∆ is 1.88 10 KJ kmol5 /- ´ in the currentmodeling.αs denotes
the sulfur activity and is represented by the percentage of sulfur content. Consequently, both the surface tension
andTCST are the function of local temperature and sulfur content. Different from the constant TCSTwith
negative valuewhen sulfur-effect is not considered, the TCST changes in every time step and the sign transition
may occur in certain situations, e.g., the transition frompositive to negative value or the inverse transition. In
sulfur-free situation, the last term at right hand of equation (4) is not considered and the last two terms of
equation (5) disappear, which results in the constant TCSTwith negative value.

2.7. Governing equations
Heat transfer, phase change, powder fusion, as well as fluidflow are all simulated in the proposed transient
powder-scalemodel. Themass,momentum, and energy conservation of equations are all incorporated to
describemelt pool dynamics, which could be respectively expressed as follows:

u 0 7r =· ( ) ( )
u

u u p g
t

ur r m r= - +¶
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+    ·( ) · ( )

uA f f M1 8mush l l
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t
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H

t
H 9p
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p
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¶
¶
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¶
¶
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In relations, u denotes the velocity vector, and g represents the gravitational acceleration vector. m is
temperature-dependent dynamics viscosity and contributes to the construction ofmelt pool shape. For
simplification, it is 100 Pa s· when the temperature is below liquidus and 6 10 Pa s3´ - · when temperature
beyond liquidus. Amush is a numerical constant and set as 10 kg m s.7 3/ · fl represents the liquid phase fraction,

which is 0 below solidus (Ts) and 1 above liquidus (T ,l) and described by fl
T T

T T
s

l s
= -

-
when the temperature is

between solidus and liquidus. M is a numerical constant and set as 10−4. Amush describes themushy zone
morphology and denotes the restriction for the porous flow,which has significant influence on the solid/liquid
boundary [45]. Cp

eq is the equivalent specific:
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inwhich T T T 2l s /= -∆ ( ) andT T T 2,m l s /= +( ) representing the solidification interval and themelting
temperature, respectively. In addition, H L fm l=∆ is the specific enthalpy caused by phase change.

3. Results and discussion

Conductionmode is preferred in real LPBFmanufacturing as the porosity infinal solidified part is susceptible to
keyholemode. Consequently,most of the previousmodelling works for LPBF focus on conductionmode. The
differences inmelt pool dynamics between sulfur free situation and 0.03% sulfur situation are thoroughly
discussed and compared in our previsou publication [46]. Somemajor conclusions are drawn from [46]. The
newflowpattern of combined outward-inwardflow is observed because of the sulfur-induced transition of
surface tension. Themaximumvelocity decreases in 0.03% sulfur situation because the sulfur-induced complex
flow lowers the spatial gradient of temperature and decreases the driving force.Melt pool dynamics in 0.03%
sulfur situation aremore complexwithmore vortexes induced at transverse section andmore branch flows and
mixing positions of branchflow (MPBF) observed at longitudinal section.More detailed comparisons and
discussion are presented in reference [46].

For the current work, the effects of sulfur content variations on thermal behavior, thermo-capillarity, and
flowdynamics are analyzed and emphasized through a systematic parametric study.

3.1. Sulfur-effect on thermal behavior
As illustrated infigure 1(a), the proposed 3Dmodel is discretized by unstructured tetrahedralmeshwith a
uniform size of m5 10 .6´ - Thefinalmesh system contains 895442 elements. Next, the proposedmodel is
validated by the experimentally observedmelt pool geometry frompublished literature [8]. As shown in
figure 1 (b), the simulated result shows good correspondence with the experiment observation, whichmeans the
good accuracy and fidelity of the developed numericalmodel.
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To obtain a deeper understanding of the impact of sulfur on bothmelt poolmorphology and, notably,melt
pool dynamics, a systematic parametric study regarding sulfur content is conducted, utilizing the variables
outlined in table 2. The selected study cases are thoughtfully structured to encompass a broad spectrumof sulfur
content scenarios, involving the released standards for 316L stainless steel and equivalent alloys worldwide.
Additionally, these cases in the current study serve as valuable reference points for othermaterials employed in
metal additivemanufacturing, such as Inconel 718.

The processing parameters are listed in table 1 and remained consistent across all six situations. Figure 2
illustrates the temperaturefield,melt pool, andmelt trackmorphology at the stable stage for Sul-1, inwhich the
sulfur content is extremely low. The color contour, alongwith the scale bar provided on the right side, represents
the transient temperature field. Regionswhere the local temperature exceeds the liquidus temperature of 1808K
are indicated in red. Consequently, themelt pool corresponding to the current printing time is colored red and
highlighted by the black dotted ellipse, with the laser heat source located at its front part. Themelt track,
undergoing themelting and solidification process, ismarkedwithin the black dotted rectangle. As depicted,
commonprocess-induced defects observed in LPBF, such as balling, pores/voids, and discontinuities, are
absent under the current processing conditions. This suggests that the employed parameters are well-suited for
achieving a defect-freemelt track in the LPBF of 316L powders, evenwith the significantly lower sulfur content
found in Sul-1. Themelt pool depicted infigure 2 is in a conductionmode, wherein energy from the laser heat
source is absorbed by the upper layers of powders and subsequently conducted towards the lower powders and
the substrate, thereby facilitatingmelt pool formation and dynamic evolution.

Figure 1. (a)Mesh discretization and (b)Validation of the proposedmodel. The experiment observation of themelt pool in sub-figure
(b) reprinted from [8], Copyright (2021), with permission fromElsevier. (The reader is referred to theweb version of this article for a
better understanding).

Figure 2.Temperature field,melt pool profile, andmelt trackmorphology at the stable stage in Sul-1, corresponding to the physical
time of 1100μs. The temperature inKelvin (K) is expressed by the color bar. (The reader is referred to theweb version of this article for
a better understanding).

Table 2.The distinct sulfur levels for parametric study and the corresponding occurrence of thermo-
capillarity transition.

ID Sul-1 Sul-2 Sul-3 Sul-4 Sul-5 Sul-6

Sulfur content (%) 0.0001 0.001 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.03

Thermo-capillarity transition NA Y Y Y Y Y
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Figure 3 illustrates the impact of sulfur content on the transient temperature distribution,melt pool profile,
andmelt trackmorphology for stablemelt pool. The temperature field is represented by the color bar, and the
melt pool profile is delineated by the black dotted rectangle.Melt pool length is indicated usingwhite solid
arrows. As the sulfur content increases, there is an initial rise followed by a subsequent decrease inmelt pool
length, with themaximumvalue occurring in the Sul-5 (0.015%). It is worth noting thatmelt pool duration
correlates withmelt pool length [47]. Consequently, solidification parameters, such as cooling rate and
morphology parameters, undergo changes, potentially resulting in transitions in grain size andmorphology in
accordancewithmetallurgical theory [48]. Furthermore, as depicted in the longitudinal section, the surface
roughness of the solidified track exhibits significant variation versus sulfur content, which greatly relies on the
flowpattern inside themelt pool [49].

Figure 4 shows themelt pool profile and temperaturefield at the transverse section, as well as the 3Dmelt
track, for all six cases. The location of the selected section is indicated by the black rectangle in the 3D sub-figure,
with the scanning direction proceeding along the positive x-axis. As depicted, there is a notable variation in
transversemelt poolmorphologywith changes in sulfur content. Subject to identical processing parameters, the
peak temperature exhibits an initial increase followed by a decrease as sulfur content increases fromSul-1 to Sul-
6. Themelt pool depth, highlighted by black arrows and rectangle, initially drops, subsequently rise, with the

Figure 3.Temperature field,melt pool profile, andmelt trackmorphology at the top view and longitudinal section for different cases
whenmelt pool is stable. (a) (g) Sul-1, (b) (h) Sul-2, (c) (i) Sul-3, (d) (j) Sul-4, (e) (k) Sul-5, (f) (l) Sul-6. The temperature inKelvin (K) is
expressed by the color bar. (The reader is referred to theweb version of this article for a better understanding).
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sulfur content increasing.Moreover, thefluctuation of the free surface (gas/liquid interface), is considerably
reduced in the situationwith higher sulfur content. In summary, transient thermal behaviors, encompassing
melt pool dimensions andmelt trackmorphology, among others, are profoundly influenced by the sulfur
content contained. Besides as illustrated in the transverse sections offigure 4, the heat effect zone (HAZ) presents
a semi-circular shape for all the situations, which is the same as the distribution of the temperature isoline under
heat conductionmode. Additionally, the distribution, and the area ofHAZ change little from Sul-1 to Sul-6. It

Figure 4.Temperature fieldwith isolines,melt pool profile andmelt trackmorphology at the transverse section for different cases
whenmelt pool is stable. (a) Sul-1, (b) Sul-2, (c) Sul-3, (d) Sul-4, (e) Sul-5, (f) Sul-6. The temperature inKelvin (K) is expressed by the
color bar. (The reader is referred to theweb version of this article for a better understanding).
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can be primarily concluded that the sulfur-induced transitions of heat transfer and fluid flow insidemelt pool
have no significant impact on theHAZ.

Figure 5 presents the 3Dmelt pool profile with the liquid fraction depicted by a color contour. In detail,
values of one and zero represent the liquid and solid phases, respectively, while other values indicate the
transition region between the two phases. To provide a clearer illustration, half of themelt pool is omitted along
the y-axis direction, enabling amore detailed examination of the internal features within themelt pool. As sulfur
content increases, the bottomof themelt pool, specifically the solid/liquid interface, undergoes significant
changes. For instance, it exhibits a curved shape in Sul-1 and Sul-2with low sulfur content but changes to a
nearlyflat interface in Sul-5 and Sul-6when sulfur content is significantly elevated.What ismore, this transition
towards a smoothermelt pool interface (solid/liquid interface) is not only observed in the longitudinal view but
is also evident from three different perspectives as sulfur content increases.

Based on the transient thermal analysis of themelt pool [47], temperature gradient G and solidification rate
R can be directly calculated from the developedmodel, subsequently the combined solidification parameters GR
andG/R, inwhichGR is the cooling rate andG/R represents themorphology parameter. In accordance with
metallurgical theory regarding the solidification process within themelt pool [48], GR determines the grain size
of the solidified structure, and the grainmorphology relies on the value ofG/R. In specific, as GR increases, the
solidifiedmicrostructure becomes finer. Planar, cellular, and equiaxed grains are prone to being observedwith
the drop ofmorphology parameter G/R. The temperature gradient, denoted asG, is perpendicular to the
solidification front and can be expressed as G=||∇T||. On the other hand, the solidification rate, R, can be
described by R V cos ,q= ∙ whereV represents the heat source’smovement speed, and q signifies the angle
between the scanning direction and the normal direction to the solidification front.

Tomake an illustrative description of the effect of sulfur content on solidification rate R, a schematic
showing the angle theta is plotted infigure 6. Evidently, 1q is larger than ,2q and consequently cos 1q is smaller
than cos ,2q implying that solidification rate R for Sul-1 is smaller than that for Sul-2.Without the consideration
of the change in temperature gradient G, the hypothesis that the cooling rateGR increases whilemorphology
parameter G/Rdrops with the increment of sulfur content can be drawn from simulation results. Consequently,
the solidified grain is expected to befiner and equiaxed grain is prone to occurring in high-sulfur situations.
Notably, it should be emphasized that the above hypothesis is obtained based on the assumption that
temperature gradient G is constant for different sulfur levels. However, the sulfur-induced transition ofmelt
pool dynamics will reasonably lead to the change of temperature gradient G, and the combined parametersGR

Figure 5. 3Dmelt pool profile with liquid region labelled for different cases. (a) Sul-1, (b) Sul-2, (c) Sul-3, (d) Sul-4, (e) Sul-5, (f) Sul-6.
Color contour represents the fraction of the liquid phase. (The reader is referred to theweb version of this article for a better
understanding).
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andG/Rdepend on both the temperature gradient G and solidification velocity R. Thus, the real effect of sulfur-
induced transitions on solidified grains ismuchmore complex andworth being numerically and experimentally
researched in depth in futurework.Here, the impact of sulfur element on solidification behavior in LPBF is
emphasized and a potential approach is provided to control the printing process formicrostructure refinement
and property improvement.

3.2. Thermo-capillarity transition
Figure 7(a) to (f) depict the variations of surface tension and temperature coefficient of surface tension (TCST)
concerning local temperature and sulfur content for all six cases. Surface tension acts as themost influential
driving force governing flowdynamics for laser-inducedmelt pool [26]. Notably, the sign transition of TCST
can be inducedwhen sulfur is contained in the printed powders. In the current simulation, the sulfur-induced
effect onTCST ismathematicallymodelled, drawing from the description in reference [25]. As presented in
figure 7, TCST is illustrated by the blue dotted line. The transition of TCST frompositive to negative occurs
between Sul-2 and Sul-6, with Sul-1, characterized by the extremely low sulfur concentration,maintaining a
negative TCST throughout. Consequently, the surface tension, denoted by the pink solid line, steadily decreases
in Sul-1. Conversely, a two-stage pattern in surface tension, comprising an initial increase followed by a
decrease, divided by the transition temperature Tt (indicated by the black solid line), becomes evident as sulfur
content increases fromSul-2 to Sul-6. Tt rises with increasing sulfur content, changing from1942K for Sul-2 to
2590K for Sul-6, signifying that the sign transition of TCST is prone to occurring in low-sulfur situations, but
the TCST transition disappears as sulfur concentration reaches extremely low levels (Sul-1). Thus, there exists a
sulfur concentration threshold, distinguishing between Sul-1 and Sul-2, that determines the occurrence of
TCST sign transition.

The direction of the flowpattern depends on the sign of TCSTbecause surface tension is the dominant
driving force in L-PBF [46]. As depicted in figure 8, three distinct flowpatterns correspond to the three TCST
types. Thefluid flowwithin themelt pool of Sul-1 is anticipated to alignwith theflowpattern illustrated in

Figure 6. Schematics illustrating the solidification behavior of Sul-1 and Sul-5. (a) Sul-1, (b) Sul-5. (The reader is referred to theweb
version of this article for a better understanding).

Figure 7.Plot of surface tension and temperature coefficient of surface tension (TCST) as the function of local temperature inKelvin
and sulfur content in percentage. (a) Sul-1, (b) Sul-2, (c) Sul-3, (d) Sul-4, (e) Sul-5, (f) Sul-6. (The reader is referred to theweb version
of this article for a better understanding).
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figure 8(a) due to its consistently negative TCST, and a singular inward flow, as shown infigure 8(b), will be
formed due to the continuously positive TCST. In cases where coexistence of TCST (-) andTCST (+) remain, a
combined inward-outwardflow is desired, as presented infigure 8(c).

3.3. Sulfur-effect onmelt pool dynamics
The proposed 3Dpowder-scalemodelmakes it possible to further discuss the impact of sulfur onmelt pool
dynamics, considering the variation in sulfur concentration. Figure 9 provides a depiction of the 3D velocity
distribution across Sul-1 to Sul-6. As illustrated, the peak velocity occurs at front area and fluctuates around 5
m/s across these six scenarios. Sul-1 displays a noteworthy divergence in velocity distribution, characterized by a
substantially higher velocity of 6.946m/s. Conversely, as sulfur content increases, amore homogenous velocity
distribution becomes evident in high-sulfur scenarios. For instance, in Sul-6, highlighted by the red dotted
ellipse, the difference in velocitymagnitude between the front and rear regions is relatively small. This contrasts
with Sul-1,marked by thewhite dotted ellipse, where the velocity at the rear is less uniform.

To investigate the impact of sulfur on spatial and directional flow dynamics, fluid flowwithin themelt
pool is analyzed by examining the flow dynamics in the longitudinal section, transverse section, and top view
for all six scenarios. The spatial locations of the selected sections in the developedmodel are depicted in
figure 10 for reference. In detail, the central section is chosen for the longitudinal view, while for the
transverse section, the coordinate x= 0.55mm is selected, with the laser starting at x= 0mm. For the top

Figure 8. Flow patterns subject to distinct TCST signs. (a)TCST (-), (b)TCST(+), (c)Coexistence of TCST(-) andTCST(+). (The
reader is referred to theweb version of this article for a better understanding).

Figure 9. 3D velocity field for different cases. (a) Sul-1, (b) Sul-2, (c) Sul-3, (d) Sul-4, (e) Sul-5, (f) Sul-6. The color contour represents
themagnitude of the velocity field (m/s) of themelt pool. (The reader is referred to theweb version of this article for a better
understanding).
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view, the plane defined by z= 0.1675mm is utilized, while the bottom surface of the powder bed is established
at z= 0mm.

As depicted infigure 11, branch flows are indicated bywhite arrowswith hollow heads, while vortexes are
highlighted bywhite arrowswith solid heads. Along the longitudinal section, there is a noticeable decline in peak
velocity, coupledwith an increase inflow complexity as sulfur content rises. In Sul-1, only two distinct branch
flows are observed, whereas in high-sulfur scenarios (except for Sul-5), the flowpattern involving three branch
flowor two branch flow together with one additional vortex is found.

Of particular interest is the observation of vortexes with opposite directions in Sul-2 and Sul-6, characterized
by anticlockwise and clockwise rotations, respectively. These vortexes are both situated at themelt pool tail,
where transient temperatures are lower due to theGaussian distribution of the laser source. Referring tofigure 7,
the transition temperature of TCST in Sul-2 is 1942K, whereas in Sul-6,Tt is 2590K. This suggests that the sign

Figure 10. Spatial positions of the selected sections in the developedmodel. (a)Central longitudinal section, (b)Transverse section
x= 0.55mm, (c)Top view z= 0.1675mm.Corresponding to the printing time of 1.1mswhen themelt pool is in the quasi-steady
stage. (The reader is referred to theweb version of this article for a better understanding).

Figure 11. Spatial and directional flow characteristics at the central longitudinal section. (a) Sul-1, (b) Sul-2, (c) Sul-3, (d) Sul-4, (e)
Sul-5, (f) Sul-6. The color contour represents the temperature field inKelvin and the velocityfield (m/s) is denoted by the black
arrows.White arrows are used for the illustrations of the directions of branch flow and convection. (The reader is referred to theweb
version of this article for a better understanding).
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transition of TCST frompositive to negative ismore likely to occur in the rear regionwith lower temperatures in
Sul-2 rather than Sul-6. Consequently, TCST (−) at the rear portion in Sul-2 induces theflowpattern shown in
figure 8(a): a bottom-up anticlockwise vortex. Conversely, TCST (+) at the tail region in Sul-6 results in the
convection pattern illustrated infigure 8(b): a top-down clockwise vortex. These observations arewell-
supported by the simulated results for Sul-2 and Sul-6, as shown infigure 11(b) andfigure 11(f), respectively.
Furthermore, it’s worth noting that both forward and backward flows are observed in all six scenarios. This
bidirectional flow is considered advantageous for promoting the homogeneousmixing ofmolten powders and
themelted substrate [46].

Flow characteristics at the transverse section are depicted infigure 12, positioned near the center of the laser
heat source, which corresponds to the high-temperature regionwithin themelt pool. It’s worth noting that the
sign transition of TCST frompositive to negative tends to occurwhen local temperatures are significantly
higher, as illustrated infigure 7. Infigure 12, an anticlockwise vortex is observed in Sul-1 and Sul-5 due to
TCST (−), while no clockwise vortex is observed in any of the six scenarios. Furthermore, the branchflow
exhibits a bottom-up direction consistently across Sul-1 to Sul-6, corresponding to theflowpattern described
for TCST (-) infigure 8(a).

Figure 13 presents the flow dynamics from a top view (z= 0.1675mm). A notable observation is the
presence of a blank area, representing a lack of liquidmaterial in themelt pool. This blank area is prominent in
Sul-1 through Sul-4 but is not as evident in Sul-5 and Sul-6. In high-sulfur situations, it is expected thatmore
powders will bemelted and fill this blank area. Additionally, all the vortexes observed from the top view
exhibit clockwise rotation. They are positioned at the tail region in Sul-1 and Sul-3, and at the head part in Sul-
5 and Sul-6. The peak velocity at the top view exhibits fluctuations from Sul-1 to Sul-6, but an overall
decreasing trend is still discernible, which is 4.76m/s for Sul-1 but drops to 1.29m/s for Sul-6. A combined
frontward and backward branch flow is observed from Sul-1 to Sul-5 but is absent in Sul-6. This discrepancy
can be attributed to the significantly largermelt pool depth observed in Sul-6 from the simulated longitudinal
sections in figure 11. Consequently, the flow characteristics in figure 13 (f) primarily reflect the dynamics at
the upper region of themelt pool, resulting in the formation of amain single branch flow at the selected
section.Moreover, it’s worth noting that fluid flow near themelt pool bottom for Sul-6 is likely to exhibit
increased complexity.

4. Conclusion

A3Dpowder-scale transient computationalfluid dynamicsmodel is proposed to analyze the sulfur-induced
transitions of thermo-capillary andmelt pool dynamics. The current study focuses on the impact of sulfur
content present in 316L powders and equivalentmaterials usedworldwide. Some fundamental conclusions can
be summarized as follows.

Figure 12. Spatial and directional flow characteristics at transverse section. (a) Sul-1, (b) Sul-2, (c) Sul-3, (d) Sul-4, (e) Sul-5, (f) Sul-6.
The color contour represents the temperature field inKelvin and the velocityfield (m/s) is denoted by the black arrows.White arrows
are used for the illustrations of the directions of branch flow and convection. (The reader is referred to theweb version of this article
for a better understanding).
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(1) As sulfur content increases, the peak temperature within melt pool initially rises, subsequently decreases,
resulting in a substantial reduction in track surfacefluctuations. The solid/liquid interface transforms from
a curved shape in low-sulfur situations to near flat in high-sulfur situations. This transition is expected to
result in the occurrences offiner solidified grains and equiaxed grains.

(2) The sign transition of TCST is more likely to occur in low-sulfur situations and the transition temperature
increases from1942K for Sul-2 (0.001%) to 2590K for Sul-6 (0.03%). However, it disappears when sulfur
concentrations reach extremely low levels (Sul-1, 0.0001%).

(3) Amore uniform velocity distribution with the decreasing of velocity magnitude is presented in high-sulfur
situations. Additionally, flow complexity, characterized by a greater presence of branch flows and vortexes,
is significantly elevated as sulfur content increases.

(4) In the longitudinal section, TCST (−) induces a bottom-up anticlockwise vortex at the rear in low-sulfur
situations, while TCST (+) results in a top-down clockwise vortex at the tail in high-sulfur situations. In the
transverse section, bottom-up branchflows are observed across the sulfur content range. For the top view,
the blank area observed in low-sulfur scenarios disappears with increasing sulfur content.
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